VMware Customer Spiceworks Survey Results Are In!

With the industry shift to hyperconverged infrastructure, many of our customers come to us from VMware for edge and distributed computing.

Scale Computing engaged Spiceworks Ziff Davis to conduct a survey with current and previous VMware users to understand why, and this is what we learned.

**IS**

These VMware customer survey results validate what has long been referred to as the “No-VTAX movement.” This movement is not against a specific company, it’s against an old architecture of IT operations, maintenance, and spend. Scale Computing IT infrastructure is SIMPLE, RELIABLE, EFFICIENT and COST EFFECTIVE!

**COMPLEX**

NEARLY 50% USERS

NOT fully utilizing the available capabilities and may EXCEED the needs of customers.

**UNRELIABLE**

AVERAGE OF 28 HOURS DOWNTIME during any given year.

**PAINFUL**

WEEKLY 12.3 HOURS MANAGING + PATCHING of VMware solutions.

**EXPENSIVE**

3 DIFFERENT EXPERTS needed for implementation in two years.

$4500 TRAINING/CERTIFICATION

Make the switch scalecomputing.com